
Sweeping Battle 
 
Choosing Forces 

1)  Each player commands a company of between 500 and 1250 points comprised of combat and weapons 
platoons only 

2) Each side may add up to three support platoons.  The number of points available for support on each side is 200 
pts per company in the game (on both sides). However, for each company with any cost over 1000 points from 
the available support total.  (e.g. taking a 1240 point company subtracts 240 points from the available support 
total).   Air support counts as one of the support platoons.  Rocket Artillery or Artillery platoons with staff teams 
may be placed off table. 

3) The side with the most points is the attacker.   
4) Each side chooses two Battle Tactics from the Strategery list to use during the game.  

 
Game Set Up 

1) Divide the table diagonally 
2) The defending side chooses which table half to deploy in 
3) Starting with the attacker, both sides place one objective in the attacker’s table half, at least 12” from the center 

line or from any table edge. 
4) Starting with the defender, both sides place one objective in the defender’s table half, at least 12” from the 

center line or from any table edge. 
5) Starting with the attacker, both sides place one objective in no man’s land anywhere within 6” of the table 

center line 
6) The defending side deploys their companies and independent teams, excluding any reconnaissance platoons.  

Any platoons may choose to begin the game in reserve.    Teams may be deployed anywhere on the defender’s 
side of the table at least 12” from the center line and within 32” of their company command team. 

7) The attacking side deploys their companies and independent teams, including any reconnaissance platoons.  Any 
platoons may choose to begin the game in reserve.    Teams may be deployed anywhere on the defender’s side 
of the table at least 12” from the center line and within 32” of their company command team.  Reconnaissance 
teams may deploy up to the center line as long as they are at least 16” from enemy teams. 

8) The defender may deploy reconnaissance platoons up to the center line as long as they are at least 16” from 
enemy teams. 

9) All teams on table may begin the game in prepared positions. 
 
Game Start 

1)  Starting with the defender, all reconnaissance platoons may make a Recon Deployment move. 
2) The attacker has the first turn 
3) All support platoons start the game in reserve along with any other platoons held in reserve voluntarily.  Each 

side gets 1 die for reserves on the first turn, adding one additional die each turn.  Off-table artillery becomes 
available to fire on the turn it “arrives” from reserves.  The Air support pool becomes available on the same turn 
it “arrives” from reserves. 

 
Game End 

At the end of each defender turn, roll a d6 and add the result to a running total.  When this game clock reaches 
32, the game ends immediately.  If one side loses all of their companies, the other side may move and occupy 
objectives (gaining VP) until the clock expires. 

 
Victory Points 

Each turn that a platoon of one side begins the turn in sole possession of an objective, draw one VP chit.  For 
each enemy support platoon that is destroyed or fails morale, draw one chit for each 500 point (round up).  For 
each enemy company that is destroyed or fails morale, draw one chit for each 750 points (round up).  Each chit 
is worth 1, 2, or 3 VP (present in a ratio of 3:2:1).  At the end of the game, add up all of the VP chits for each side 
and multiply by the ratio of that side’s points to the enemy points.  The winner is the side with the higher final 
adjusted total. 



Scenario special rules 
Reserves  
Any recon, airborne, or horsed cavalry platoons in reserve may enter the table on any table edge at least 8” from enemy 
teams.  All other platoons enter the table from their own edge at least 24” from the neutral corner.  
Support platoons 
Unless otherwise noted, support platoons are not part of any company and are independent allied platoons.  If no 
combat companies remain on table, the remaining support platoons automatically fail platoon morale.  Any company 
commander in the force can act as an observer for artillery support platoons as normal. 
 Air Support 
When air support dice are rolled, each success allows the players to make a separate roll for number of aircraft.  Each 
such roll made reduces the dice pool by one.    Aircraft from separate rolls can be combined (up to three). 
Overall Command 
Each side gets one Battalion Command, consisting of a Battalion CO, Battalion 2iC, and appropriate transport.  These are 
the same team types as a typical infantry company and are Higher Command teams and Warriors.  Any Company CO 
within 6” of the Battalion CO may re-roll failed company morale tests.  The Battalion CO may appoint a Company 2iC 
within 6” to replace a destroyed Company CO team at the start of any shooting step.  The Battalion 2iC may take over 
command of any company that has lost it’s Company CO at the start of any turn.  
Battle Tactics 
At the start of the game, each side may choose two of the following battle tactics to use during the game 

Deception  while placing one objective, you may place a second objective in the same area.  After all 
forces are deployed, remove one of the two objectives you placed. 

Deep Operations  when holding an objective in the enemy half of the table, draw two chits and choose one to 
keep.  Return the other to the VP chit pile. 

Tactical Reserves Each company in the force may hold back one platoon during deployment.  That platoon may 
be deployed after all other units are deployed, but before Recon Deployment moves 

Operational Reserves once during the game at the start of a turn, you may request additional support from higher 
echelons.  Designate one support platoon you wish to request and determine its point cost.  
Roll a d6.  If the result of the die roll x 100 is greater than the cost of the platoon, the platoon 
arrives from reserve immediately.  If the roll is higher, the platoon does not arrive, but you 
may continue to roll each turn until it does arrive.  Once on table, the platoon is added to the 
that side’s point total for final adjusted VP calculation. 

Battlegroups before play begins, one support platoon may be attached to each company and is treated as 
a platoon in that company for the game instead of an independent platoon. 

Military Police  Any reserves that enter the table on your friendly edge may move up to three times their 
normal speed if they move At the Double on the turn they move onto the table. 

Night March After deployment but before the game begins, you may move all or some of the platoons of 
one company one full move (normal or double) within their own deployment area.  Those 
platoons forfeit their prepared positions. 

Divisional Support The troops have been told to expect support from division.  You may re-roll any failed 
company morale test if there is a support platoon within 32” of the company command 
team. 

Attritional Fight When holding an objective in no man’s land, draw two chits and choose one to keep.  Return 
the other to the VP chit pile. 

Infiltration After deployment but before the game begins, you may move all or some of the platoons of 
one company up to one full normal move as long as they end their move in no man’s land .  
Those platoons forfeit their prepared positions. 

Dawn Attack The first turn of the game for both sides is in darkness.  At the start of each subsequent turn 
for either side, roll a d6.  On a 4+ the sun dawns and vision returns to normal 

Engineering Support Your force may deploy  10 points of wire (2 points), Mines (5 pts), AT obstacles (10 pts), or 
road blocks (2 pts) anywhere in your deployment area 

Ambush You may place one platoon from a single company in ambush.  This platoon may deploy from 
ambush using the normal rules with the added stipulation that it must be deployed within  
32” of the company CO 



 


